The Malay College Youth
Development Summit
(MCYDS) is a programme
worthy of its existence as it
is an important platform in
the development of human
capital.
The theme of this event for
this year was #STEMulate
and was participated by a
total of . It was held from
the 22nd to 26th June 2019
at the Malay Collage Kuala
Kangsar (MCKK).

Delegates:





Uwin Varma Ravi
Leow Wei Soon
Ebhika Overa Ekou

Students Project:
Supersonic
Hydro
Rocket
What Happened There?:
Day 1
Registration
Briefing
Games Hour
Ice Breaking
Day 2
Opening Ceremony
Summit Dialogue 1
Summit Dialogue 2
Preparation For Cultural
Performances
Day 3
Ipoh Trip
Preparations For Exhibition
Day 4
Student Dialogue
Exhibition
Dinner At Minister of
Perak’s Residential
Day 5
Closing Ceremony

Delegate’s Feedback:
For me, Malay College Youth Development Summit 2019 (MCYDS) is a
good platform where they make the students be confident to do a
presentation in front of many people. It's also a platform where the
students can make a lot of friends not only from Malaysia but from other
countries too. The teachers let the Malay College Kuala Kangsar (MCKK)
students handle the program by themselves which can make them to be
more independent and confident to handle a big program like this. I'm
very amazed with each and everyone of the Form 4 students of MCKK
where they had organized this event successfully. It's been a pleasure
participating this MCYDS 2019 , and I will genuinely miss it. I learn a lot
especially the importance of Science , Technology , Mathematics and
Science (STEM) in life. Moreover , I get many new friends from Malaysia
and from other countries too. I also want to thank all the teachers and my
friends in SM Highlands for giving us their support through the event.
-Ebhika Overa Ekou, 17

From my feedback, I want to thank my school for giving me this
opportunity to represent the school to join this event . I gained a lot of
experience and knowledge during the period of time there, MCYDS is not
a competition but a place for us to exchange our opinion and knowledge .
All of the students and staffs there are very friendly and kind during the
event. They were giving us a lot of helpful hands. Hence, I am very
grateful that they can organize this event successfully. I get a lot of new
experiences and get to explore other culture and tradition from delegates
all around the world. By the way, the most amazing thing at there is that I
can make a lot of new friends from Malaysia and also overseas. In the
end, MCYDS really taught me a lot about Science, Technology, Mathematics and Science (STEM). I hope that our school students could get the
opportunities like us to join the next MCYDS for them to explore more .
-Leow Wei Soon, 17

This summit had played a life changing role in my life. I was exposed to a
wider field of STEM. Most importantly, I met a lot of new friends and
created new bonds called, “brothers from another mother.” Who had ever
thought that Form 4 students could organize such events but the students
from the Malay College Kuala Kangsar did achieve it. I never even thought
that I will get this close to the school and the students there. To be
honest, I really didn't wanted to leave the school, my brothers and my
new friends on the last day. This summit gave me many new experiences
such as touching a 10 years old dead body, exploring more about
medicine field, learning new languages and so on. I really have no more
words to express my feelings about the overall event because it was just
mind blowing. Those memories will be remembered forever.
-Uwin Varma Ravi, 17

